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Abstract. – The sandy littoral of Sète, with its barred shoreface, is one of the three studied sites of the thematic action
“Morphodynamics of sandy beaches” of the French Programme National d’Environnement Côtier (PNEC), selected be-
cause of its microtidal wave-dominated characteristics and of the long time series of available data. During the PNEC
program, the principal results obtained show that the morphological evolution of the sedimentary bars can be synthesi-
zed according to two conceptual models, in reaction to hydrodynamic variability. (1) The model of “oscillation around a
position of equilibrium” (O.P.E) defines the usual mode of behaviour of the bars, with an alternation of shoreward and
seaward movements. The bars migrate seaward during storms and shoreward when the energy conditions decrease. This
oscillation is expressed with several rhythms. (i) During the main phases of the bar evolution, which are long periods
during which the bars present the same geometrical characters. The passage from one phase to the other occurs when a
4 m significant height storm happens. (ii) At the seasonal scale, which is well illustrated by the behaviour of the inner
bar: during summer, when the conditions of agitation are weak, the bar aggregates punctually with the shore; when the
conditions of agitation increase in autumn the inner bar is reformed and moved seaward. (2) The model of “Net
Offshore Migration” (N.O.M) points to the tendency of the bars to retreat under the effect of paroxysmal events (storms
with a 20 to 50 yrs return time) being a prelude to their degeneration. From the former position of equilibrium, the outer
bar strongly moves seaward and drops following heavy swell. Instead of moving to the coast according to the O.P.E mo-
del, the outer bar loses material that is recovered by the inner bar and degenerates. The inner bar, exposed to the swell,
then moves seaward to replace the initial outer bar, a new inner bar being created at the coast. A few years after, the
standard pattern is restored. These results are compared with those described in the literature.

Modélisation conceptuelle de l’évolution morphodynamique des barres sédimentaires d’une
plage microtidale (Sète, France)

Mots clés. – Morphodynamique, Plages sableuses, Barres sédimentaires, Site de Sète, Golfe du Lion, Modélisation conceptuelle.

Résumé. – Le littoral sableux de Sète, avec son avant-côte à barres sédimentaires, est l’un des trois sites d’étude de
l’Action de Recherche Thématique « Hydrodynamique sédimentaire des plages sableuses » du Programme National
d’Environnement Côtier (PNEC). Ce choix a été guidé par le caractère microtidal dominé par la houle du site et les lon-
gues séries temporelles de données disponibles. Les principaux résultats obtenus pour ce site montrent que l’évolution
morphologique des barres sédimentaires peut être exprimée par 2 modèles conceptuels, en réaction à la variabilité mé-
téo-marine. (1) Le modèle d’« oscillation autour d’une position d’équilibre » (O.P.E) traduit le régime ordinaire du com-
portement des barres, avec des reculs et des avancées successifs. Les barres migrent vers le large lors des tempêtes et
vers la côte lorsque les conditions énergétiques deviennent plus calmes. Cette oscillation s’exprime à plusieurs rythmes.
(i) A l’échelle des grandes phases évolutives des barres, longues périodes pouvant excéder plusieurs années durant les-
quelles les barres présentent les mêmes caractères géométriques (position rectiligne, oblique ou plus sinueuse). Le pas-
sage de l’une à l’autre de ces phases se produit lorsque survient une tempête dont la hauteur significative excède 4 m.
(ii) A l’échelle saisonnière, comme le souligne le comportement de la barre interne : durant l’été, lorsque les conditions
d’agitation sont faibles, la barre vient s’accoler ponctuellement au rivage ; quand les conditions d’agitation deviennent
plus énergiques en automne, la barre interne se reforme et recule vers le large. (2) Le modèle de « net offshore migra-
tion » (N.O.M) décrit la tendance à un recul des barres sous l’effet d’événements paroxystiques (tempêtes de probabilité
vingtennale à cinquentennale) préludant à leur dégénérescence. A partir de la position d’équilibre, la barre externe re-
cule fortement à la suite d’un coup de mer particulièrement violent et s’abaisse. Au lieu de revenir à la côte, conformé-
ment au modèle O.P.E, elle perd du matériel au profit de la barre interne et dégénère. La barre interne, exposée à la
houle, se met alors à reculer et remplace progressivement l’ancienne barre externe, tandis qu’une nouvelle barre interne
est créée à la côte. Quelques années après l’événement déclencheur, la disposition standard est restaurée. Ces résultats
et les modèles morphodynamiques qui ont pu être définis sont comparés à ceux décrits dans la littérature.
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INTRODUCTION

Nearshore bars are usual features along the shore. Current
convergence in the surf zone causes sedimentary accumula-
tions, which result in bar formation. Observations and re-
sults for bar dynamics and mobility studies are abundant for
conventional bathymetric measurements [Davis and Ething-
ton, 1976; Hayes, 1972; Winant et al., 1975; Short, 1979;
Sallenger et al., 1985; Lippman et al., 1993; Kroon, 1994;
Thornton, 1998] or, more recently, for time exposure video
imagery [Konicki and Holman, 2000; Ruessink et al., 2000;
Kingston et al., 2000; Van Enckevort and Ruessink, 2003;
Shand and Bailey, 1999; Shand et al., 1999, 2001], in mi-
crotidal or mesotidal environments. New technologies and
long time series data from 1963 in the Netherlands allow a
better understanding of nearshore bar morphodynamics and
lead to the formulation of conceptual models of sedimenta-
ry bar morphological evolution [Lippman et al., 1993;
Ruessink and Kroon, 1994; Wijnberg, 1995].

Are these models valid in other sites, in particular when
data sets are shorter? To answer this question, the study of
the site of Sète (France) on the lido of the Thau lagoon,
started in 1988, is described in this article. We describe here
the main results obtained for this microtidal site [S.H.O.M.,
2003], in a wave coast dominated environment.

Straight bars are the most studied [Goldsmith et al.,
1982]. They can be found on shorefaces with a grain size
between 0.1 and 0.6 mm and a bottom slope of 0.5% to 6%.
Bar are about 1 or 2 meters high and their volumes around
one or several hundred cubic meters per meter alongshore
(m3/m). Sand bars volumes are generally equal for inner and
outer bar, sometimes higher for the outer bar. Usually, the
nearshore bar dynamics depend on hydrodynamic condi-
tions and bars are normally shifting shoreward during low
waves periods and seaward during storm events [Ostrowski
et al., 1990]. A strong correlation exists between inner bar
evolution and shoreline migration [Birkemeier, 1984]. The
bar could aggregate to the shore, which consequently mi-
grates seaward. Bar mean speed migration is about
0.5 m/day but maximum “instantaneous” values may be
considerably larger, e.g. 20 m/day in Duck (USA) after ex-
treme storms (Hs > 4 m) [Larson and Kraus, 1992, 1994;
Birkemeier, 1984; Mason et al., 1984]. Multi-bar systems
are therefore more complicated [Sunamura, 1988]. A de-
pendence exists between bars according to their position
and incident energy. For example the outer bar could be in-
active during long periods of low wave conditions (months
to years) whereas the inner bar keeps moving [Lippmann et
al., 1993; Möller and Southgate, 2000; Pruszack et al.,
1997]. After these stable periods, the outer bar could
quickly move offshore during an extreme storm event. So
that bars can degenerate and disappear [Lippman et al.,
1993]. After this disappearance, the inner bar, exposed to
the swell, moves quickly seaward, nourished by the sedi-
ment of the old outer bar [Wijnberg, 1995] and gradually
becomes a new outer bar. Cycle repeat itself. This behav-
iour is also described in mesotidal environments, called
“Net Offshore Migration” (NOM) [Wijnberg, 1995;
Ruessink and Kroon, 1994]. To sum up, the bar system in
microtidal wave coast dominated environment is mainly in-
fluenced by extreme storm events.

The purpose of this article is to study the nearshore bar
morphological response to hydrodynamic forcing in the site

of Sète. This work presents enough data to define morpho-
logical models and to compare them to those described in
the literature. The field experiment and the methodology are
described here below.

FIELD EXPERIMENT AND METHODOLOGY

General presentation

Straight bars characterize the Thau lagoon barrier, near
Sète, in the Gulf of Lions (fig. 1). The major part of the lido
between Agde and Sète (fig. 2) is affected by a strong to
very strong erosion [C.E.P.R.E.L, 1995]. This erosion ten-
dency explains the construction of coastal defences in some
part of the lido. The data base shows a global decrease of
the beach surface area of 45 ha in less than 50 years along
the 16 km of shoreline, between the Cap d’Agde and the
Mont Saint-Clair, with a mean retreat of 28 m. Therefore
this value masks stronger erosions and, in some cases, ac-
cretions. Thus, in figure 2, the shoreline evolution from
1954 to 2000 shows a retreat of 50 m in the northern part of
the lido of Sète, near the coastal defences zone, whereas the
evolution is positive, with more than 10 m, in the southern
part. At the same time, the northern part of the lido presents
a stronger slope of the shallower bathymetry between 1895
and 2000 [BCEOM, 2000]. During the last survey, the geo-
logical substratum appears. That is the consequence of the
very strong digging in the troughs between the bars. These
results show the erosion tendency of the lido, clearly deter-
mined for the last 100 years, and confirm an older process
on the area [Barusseau et al., 1996; Tessier et al., 1999,
2000; Certain et al., 2004].

The site of Sète is in the most eroded part of the north-
ern lido. The backshore is an erosive dune, partially de-
stroyed by a road. The beach is narrow (30 to 50 m) and
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submitted to erosion. Beach profile evolution from 1989
and 2000 confirms this erosion [Certain, 2002]. The beach
face was 1.5 m higher and the top of the beach 0.5 m. The
sand volume lost in the last ten years is approximately
3400±1600 m3 and around 20,000 m3 on the shoreface until
the closure depth. The nearshore has a slope of 1% and is
composed of a system of two bars and troughs. The distance
between the inner bar crest and the shore is from about
50 m to 150 m and 170 m to 270 m for the outer bar. The
bar type is “longshore bar-trough” and the beach type inter-
mediate (1<W<6 = Hb/WsT with Hb: breaker height, Ws:
sediment fall velocity, T: wave period) in the Short’s classi-
fication [1979, 1999] and Wright and Short [1984].

The sandy sediment grain size decreases from 320 µm
onshore to 130 µm offshore with coarser sand in the troughs
and finer sand over the crests [Certain, 2002]. Superim-
posed on this pattern, Akouango [1997] described a variable
grain size distribution depending on wave climate. The
beach is characterized by fine sand during fair-weather con-
dition in summer, but the beach becomes coarser grained
under the more dynamic winter conditions after a short au-
tumnal period of transition. The finer sediment is trans-
ferred offshore where conditions are less agitated
[Barusseau et al., 1994]. As a result, sandstone can be seen
in the outer trough and on the lower-shoreface [Tessier et
al., 2000].

Methodology

The morphological study of the shoreface of the Thau lago-
on is based on seven bathymetric profiles carried out along
the 16 km of coast from Sète to the Cap d’Agde by the “Ser-
vice Maritime et de Navigation du Languedoc-Roussillon”
(SMNLR) since mid 1980 (fig. 2). The study focuses then
on a reduced area north of the lido (called “site of Sète” in
this article), where erosion is the strongest (fig. 2). This
site, smaller and only studied since 1989, has a stronger
profile density with 11 crosshore profiles spaced out every
50 m. Observations from this site are easy to correlate with
the SMNLR data base as the northern SMNLR profiles
frame the site (fig. 2). The studied site is 500 m wide and
extends 700 m offshore; the area is covered by crosshore
profiles characterizing the double-nearshore bar system re-
sulting in 30 field numerical models.

Repeated bathymetric surveys were carried out with a
Tritech 500 echo sounder connected to a computer, aboard a
pneumatic boat. This type of sounder gives ± 5 cm in verti-
cal precision. Positioning was made by DGPS (Sercel), with
1 m horizontal precision. The storage frequency measures
one point every 1.25 m, at the operational speed of five
nodes. The bathymetric survey before 1999 was done using
a Fuso graphic sounder (same vertical precision) and an
electromagnetic theodolite Geodimeter to carry out the hor-
izontal positioning of the boat. The horizontal precision was
± 5 m with this equipment.

The offshore wave data was collected by a Datawell
buoy of the SMNLR. The buoy was situated in front of
Marseillan (SE of the lido), 5 km south-east to the port, at
32 m depth. These recordings have been carried out uninter-
rupted for more than a decade (January 1989) at the rate of
8 measurements per day every 3 hours, acquired at 2 Hz
over 20 minutes. The buoy records vertical acceleration of
the sea surface. Each spectral component of the signal is

proportional to the sea surface movement. The signal is
transmitted to a computer where a software of acquisition
and treatment is established, via a reception station. The
significant, maximum and average heights and wave peri-
ods, as well as the width of the spectrum, are recorded.

Unfortunately, the buoy Datawell of Marseillan
doesn’t give the direction of the swells, which is, however,
accessible thanks to the synchronous semaphoric recordings
(MétéoFrance data).

General hydrodynamic conditions on the area
since 1989

The majority of the swells in the region has a mean signifi-
cant height (Hs) between 0 and 2 m (tabl. I and fig. 3), 30%
of the values are < 1 m, predominantly in summer. Waves
approach the coast from 140-220oN associated to seabreeze;
and 50-130oN for Mistral directions (fig. 3). Only 2% of
swells have Hs higher than 4 m high (tabl. I), associated
with SE to E swell directions, with periods from 5 to 10 se-
conds. These storms typically last only 24 hr. They take
place between September and March and only fifteen have
occurred in twelve years (fig. 4). We can note a 95-96 win-
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ter period with a very close storm series (Hs > 4 m) and an
exceptional peak in December 1997 when the significant
height reached almost 7 m. They happen principally in the
50-130oN sector (fig. 5), which explains the SW dominant
littoral drift direction on the coast of Sète (fig. 2). We can
also note an extreme interannual variability with calm years
(1990, 1993) and stormy years (1994, 1996, 1999).

The hydrodynamic analysis thus highlights the recur-
rence of big storms with significant heights exceeding 4 m.

These storms mainly approach the coast from the
N050-N135 direction, inducing a littoral drift towards the
SW on the lido; more rarely N135-N225 direction. Other
events are identified: a short and very strong storm with sig-
nificant height higher than 7 m (in December 1997) and a
long period of lower agitation (1993). These exceptional
and antagonistic phenomena seem to be controlled by
weather cycles on a large scale, which have not yet been
studied [Durand, 1999; Certain, 2002].

MORPHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

First the general evolution of the bar system of the Thau la-
goon barrier will be presented, followed by a detailed des-
cription of the most studied site, the site of Sète, in the
north of the lido.

General evolution of the bar system of the Thau
lagoon lido

The general evolution of the lido is based on the SMNLR
profiles (fig. 2) and illustrated in figure 6.
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Between 0 and 2 m 87%

Between 2 and 4 m 11%

More than 4 m 2%

TABLE I. – Waves significant height distribution (percentage) from Februa-
ry 1989 to February 2000 for all seasons on the site of Sète for three arbi-
trary sections of height.
TABL. I. – Répartition en pourcentage des hauteurs significatives de la
houle de février 1989 à février 2000 toutes saisons confondues sur le site
de Sète pour trois tranches arbitraires de hauteur.
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FIG. 6. – Bathymetric profiles evolution carried out by the SMNLR on the lido of the Thau lagoon from 1980 to 2000 (cf fig. 2 for the localization).
FIG. 6. – Evolution des profils bathymétriques réalisés par le SMNLR sur le lido de l’étang de Thau de 1980 à 2000 (cf. fig. 2 pour la localisation)



These results, presented in table II, describe a homoge-
neous evolution on the whole bar profiles (fig. 7) : the outer
bar seems to subside and disappear offshore whereas the in-
ner bar takes simultaneously an intermediate position in the
old outer trough after 10 years.

Site of Sète evolution

Seven morphological phases are chronologically distinguis-
hed between 1989 and 2000 based on the nearshore charac-
ters in response to the hydrodynamic conditions. A date
represents in figure 8 each of them and is described in table
III. The morphological evolution can be linked to the hydro-
dynamic conditions of the considered phase. We can see
that changes between the various phases happen when
storms with Hs > 4 m occur. Therefore, the weather history
plays an important role. Not only the force of the storms,

but also their variation or their repetition (and, in this case,
their relative forces), introduce variability. Bars represent
this memory-effect. Their position and their relief change in
a significant way; their form and their orientation from the
coastline are the consequence of these readjustments. We
can notice the appearance of rhythmic features for these li-
near bars. The trough between the bars can also be a good
marker to follow the morphological evolution. Its digging,
even its overdeepening or its filling, transcribe the bar dis-
placement or deformation. The height and distance to the
shore of the outer bar show an oscillating character around
an equilibrium position located at around 250 m from the
shore (fig. 9). Two singular events, already mentioned,
seem to mark the whole evolution : the long period of calms
in 1993 and the exceptional storm in December 1997. In
1993, a strong filling goes with the onshore movement of
the outer bar. This filling out in fair weather periods under-
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lines the usual way of functioning of the nearshore zone. In
December 1997, by contrast, a rupture involving a state of
new balance that, to a certain extent, desensitised the litto-
ral zone to the following storms, strong but less active.
Thus, the December 1998 and November 1999 storms did
not strongly worsen the inherited situation, although the ou-
ter bar started to disappear.

A seasonal relationship exists between the beach width
and the inner bar position. The merging of the inner bar to
the shore leads to a widening of the beach. On the contrary,
during autumn, the inner bar is reformed and moves

offshore, and the beach becomes narrower. The inner bar,
which is not so evident after the summer as a result of a fill-
ing of the inner trough, moves progressively seaward in a
rectilinear and uniform way during the fall storms (fig. 10).
Fillings and erosions show these changes between the be-
ginning and the end of the survey : generalized erosion of
the inner trough with offshore movement of the inner bar
and erosion of the outer bar crest with sand filling on the
sea-side of the bar. The entire bar system moves seaward.

To sum up, the morphological bar evolution shows an os-
cillating character. Therefore, we can also note at the end of
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N° profile Place First position Last position Observations

Bt167740
Plage de la
Corniche

X=706350.0

Y=121750.0

X=707474.6

Y=120096.1

The outer bar is stable and the outer trough well developed,
showing beach rocks.

BT 166700 Le Grand
Bonnet

X=705570.0

Y=121060.0

X=706768.1

Y=119458.6

The outer bar height decreases from 1996 to nearly disappear
in 2002, filling the outer through. The outer bar took the most

offshore position for the measurement period.

BT 165390 Villeroy

X=704610.1

Y=120162.7

X=705999.4

Y=118724.0

Decreasing and offshore movement of the outer bar until 1996
with the almost total disappearance in 2002. Simultaneously,

the inner bar moves seaward of about 100m and takes
a position very close to the old outer bar.

BT 163490 La Garouille

X=703260.0

Y=118830.0

X=704618.6

Y=117362.3

From 1988 to 1996 the outer bar disappear s dropping
down and moving offshore, although the inner bar takes an

intermediate position in the old outer trough. This new outer bar
has a tendency to disappear between 1996 and 2002

since the new inner bar moves offshore.

BT 161990 Le Jalabert

X=702235.9

Y=117744.1

X=703650.1

Y=116329.9
Same evolution pattern with the previous profile but the new

outer bar created in 1996 stays stable until 2002.

BT 160435 Le Castellas

X=701220.0

Y=116580.0

X=7026700

Y=115202.5

Complete degeneration of the outer bar between 1988 and
2002 (drooping of 2 m and offshore migration of 200 m),

while the inner bar migrates seaward of 200 m.

BT 157890 Les Dunes

X=699509.1

Y=114682.1

X=7011064

Y=113478.5

Degeneration of the outer bar between 1996 and 2002,
oscillation of an intermediate bar formed in 1996 being  in

its most seaward position when the outer bar disappears completely.

TABLE II. – Profiles position and morphological evolution since 1988.
TABL. II. – Position des profils et description de leur évolution morphologique depuis 1988.
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the survey a flattening and an offshore movement of the outer
bar leading to its vanishing, together with an offshore move-
ment of the inner bar returning to the normal functioning
way of the established model for the whole lido (fig. 7).

MORPHODYNAMICAL EVOLUTION

The evolutions observed on a large temporal and spatial
scale (on the lido) and those more significant on the site of
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FIG. 8. – Diagrams in two and three dimensions for a representative date
of each distinguished phase (cf. table III). The accretions (in grey) and
erosions (in black) between two successive dates are represented on the
topography of the final date. Artificial shading of the bars allows a better
visualization of their orientation.
FIG. 8. – Modèles numériques de terrain en deux et trois dimensions pour
une date représentative de chaque phase distinguée (cf. tabl. III). Les en-
graissements (en rouge) et les érosions (en bleu) entre deux dates succes-
sives sont représentés sur fond de la topographie de la date finale. Des
ombrages artificiels des barres permettent une meilleure visualisation de
leur orientation.



Sète lead to the definition of two successive evolutionary
models which illustrate the bar morphodynamics during the
measurement period.

The OPE model (Oscillation around a Position of
Equilibrium)

This first model represents a mode of oscillation, well docu-
mented for the site of Sète, which shows a retreat of the
bars during storms and a shoreward movement during lower
agitation. This model is also demonstrated at several
rhythms. On one hand, the alternating response to the great
phases of hydrodynamic forcing on a decadal behaviour
and, on the other hand, onshore and offshore bar movements
on a seasonal scale, particularly well illustrated for the in-
ner bar.

The decadal behaviour of the system presents an equi-
librium position. The bars take around it various configura-
tions (table III) characterized by a stable geometry during
long time periods (fig. 8). The transition between each pe-
riod results from storms with significant height higher than
4 meters. Thus, the outer bar oscillates slightly around an
average position of balance to approximately 250 m of the
shore, passing from a rectilinear to oblique or more sinuous
configuration. Important volumes of sediment about several
tens of thousands of m3 are affected by these morphological
changes [Certain, 2002]. We can see that during lower agi-
tation conditions for a long time period (for example, dur-
ing all of 1993) the outer bar moves slowly towards the
shore, infilling the outer trough. However this episode did
not involve any change in the global functioning of the
nearshore zone : the outer bar, moving towards more ex-
posed depths, returns to its initial position at the end of this
event when the first big storm with significant height higher
than four meters occurs.

We can also see a seasonal oscillation, well illustrated
for the inner bar, the outer bar being poorly affected on this
time scale. Globally, during the weak energy seasons, i.e. in
summer, the beach is enlarged and the inner bar approaches
the shore because small waves generate onshore wave cur-
rents, bringing sediment shoreward. The bed-return flows
(’undertow’) are weak and don’t take material offshore. The
inner trough is filled and the coastline moves seaward. In
autumn when conditions are more dynamic, the bed-return
flows become active again and the inner trough grows after
each storm. The offshore sediment exportation leads to a
well developed inner bar construction. The winter equilib-
rium is thus established but the return to summer conditions
creates the opposite effect.

The Net Offshore Migration model

The model O.P.E described previously can be strongly distur-
bed by exceptional storm events. This happened in Sète, du-
ring a singular event series in the 1995-96 winter period and
during the December 1997 storm, with significant height that
exceeded 7 m (fig. 6). The evolution model for the lido is
called Net Offshore Migration (N.O.M) and implies an off-
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shore movement and the disappearance of the outer bars.
From the initial equilibrium position and because of these ex-
ceptional storms, the outer bar strongly moves offshore (the
retreat ranges between 70 and 90 meters on all the Sète data
set) and decreases here between 0.3 and 1 m. Then, instead
of coming back shoreward (O.P.E model), the outer bar, un-
der the lower wave action, loses sediment. This material goes
to the inner bar under the wave asymmetry effect and the ou-
ter bar degenerates while dropping gradually [Wijnberg,
1995]. Its disappearance is observed within a few years (3 to
5, for example, between 1995 and 2000). After its gradual
offshore disappearance, the inner bar replaced it, nourished
by the recovered material [Wijnberg, 1995]. The inner bar,
more exposed to storm effects, moves offshore and gradually

reverts to the old outer bar position whereas a new inner bar
is created near the shore. This complete replacement was ho-
wever not yet apparent in Sète in 2000.

In a few years after the event release, the most usual con-
figuration is restored and a second episode of oscillating of the
bars around their position of balance (O.P.E. model) starts.

DISCUSSION

The association of two successive evolution modes, hig-
hlighted in Sète, seems to justify the distinction of two ori-
ginal morphological models since they are not observed
everywhere or they were not identified so clearly. Indeed, in
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Morphology of the shoreface during the measurement periodDates grouped by
characteristic

periods
Inner bar Outer trough Outer bar

18/05/1989

21/06/1989

18/07/1989

05/09/1989

03/10/1989

Crescentic (maximum
offshore position at 125 m

seaward)

The trough is well
developed, exceeding 4 m

depth

Straight and oblique
(190 m offshore for the

crest in the NE against 255 m
in SW)

22/02/1990

19/05/1990

Crescentic (maximum
offshore position at 160 m

seaward)

Partial infilling, the
depth is only 3 m

Not well developed but
still oblique (210 against 240 m)

17/07/1991

23/04/1992

22/06/1992

19/09/1992

02/10/1992

16/01/1993

Straight and close to

the shore

Digging with values

upper than 3,25 m

Straight and parallel to

the shore (from 220 to 210 m
from NE to SW)

11/12/1993 Slightly crescentic
and close to the shore

Strong infilling of
2,25 m

Straight and close to
the shore (170 m)

20/02/1994

13/10/1994

02/11/1994

08/11/1994

15/11/1994

Not well developed
and very close to the

shore at the beginning of
the period, then

crescentic and more
seaward

Digging, with over
dipping in the SW part

(more than 3,75 m in the
SW part against 3,25 m

in the NE)

Straight and oblique
(230 against 255 m) at the

beginning of the period,
straight and parallel to the

shore then (220 m)

06/10/1998

13/01/1999

23/01/1999

06/07/1999

Sinuous, alternating
positions, can be offshore

(140 m max.)

Over dipping very
developed in the NE part

(more than 4,25 m against
3,5 in the SW)

Sinuous and a very
offshore position. The zone

is divide in two parts (280
in the NE against 250 m in

the SW)

28/07/2000

01/11/2000

05/11/2000

10/11/2000

16/11/2000

25/11/2000

04/12/2000

Sinuous and close to
the shore at the

beginning, straight and
offshore then (120 m)

Trough very little
developed, the same as

the previous period in the NE

More straight and very
little developed in the SW part

TABLE III. – Main morphologic phases encountered on the nearshore from May 1989 to November 2000. The black triangles announce the occurrence of
the storms with Hs > 4 m.
TABL. III. – Typologie de la morphologie de l’avant-côte par phases caractéristiques de mai 1989 à novembre 2000. Les triangles noirs signalent l’occur-
rence des tempêtes à Hs > 4 m.



a mesotidal environment, the study of the Holland coast
[Wijnberg, 1995; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994] and of Wanga-
nui in New-Zealand [Shand and Bailey, 1999; Shand et al.,
1999, 2001] seem to show the absence of the O.P.E model
and a regular sequence of the N.O.M cycles over decades,
over a longer period than recorded in Sète for this model.
The bar offshore migration takes ten years then its degene-
ration a few years, without any causal hydrodynamic event
and without an interruption in this pattern able to show any
oscillation around a position of balance. On the other hand,
on the North Atlantic American coast, in Duck, the two mo-
dels are expressed but it seems that the authors didn’t dis-
tinguish them clearly. Indeed, the beginning of the N.O.M
model functioning corresponds well to a major hydrodyna-
mic event [Larson and Kraus, 1992, 1994; Birkemeier,
1984; Mason et al., 1984], but the seasonal oscillation of
the inner bar is expressed with a mobility much more im-
portant [Lippman et al., 1993; Möller and Southgate, 2000].
A second difference lies in the relative duration of the suc-
cessive phases of the models. We have seen that the N.O.M.
model is active in Sète during some years, cut in a very
short period of imbalance (a storm or a storm series) and a
longer period of return to balance after disappearance of the
outer bar. The O.P.E. functioning seems to correspond to a
more important duration. So, in Sète, a cycle N.O.M+O.P.E
from 20 to 25 years on the basis of the actual offshore speed
of the inner bar (as at the end of 14 years of survey, the
length of the process is not yet known) from the initial posi-
tion post-N.O.M until the position of external balance. If we
compare the speeds of each model and their succession, to
what appears to be their equivalents on the American micro-
tidal site of Duck, we see that the stability period of the ou-
ter bar is reduced (O.P.E), to 2 to 3 years, and its
disappearance and its replacement by the inner bar (N.O.M)
are very short, approximately one year [Larson and Kraus,
1992, 1994; Birkemeier, 1984; Mason et al., 1984]. This
more important mobility and the quick succession of the
two models definitely result from the more dynamic condi-
tions of agitation in the Atlantic than in the Mediterranean
Sea.

It is clear that in the future, a better analysis of the hy-
drodynamic forcing will have to be undertaken to determine
the precise effect of the major storms and the asymmetry of
the waves in the outer bar migration and degeneration pro-
cesses [Wijnberg, 1995; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994], as well
as the possible role of the incidence of the swell and the

inherited morphology. Perhaps the absence of release event
for the N.O.M. model on the Dutch sites is explained, like
underlined in Ruessink and Kroon [1994], by data that are
not well adapted to the study of hydrodynamic forcing.

Transport and sedimentary dynamics, in particular dur-
ing the outer bar degeneration deserve also a further study.
The two models N.O.M-O.P.E were described as if all dis-
placements were crosshore. However it is expected that the
reality of a littoral drift component, which is not well illus-
trated for the processes described in this article, should also
be taken into account.

It will also be necessary in the future to validate the exis-
tence of these models to other French coasts and in particular
to try to identify them and explain the possible divergences
in macrotidal environments, where they haven’t yet been de-
scribed [Stépanian, 2002; Stépanian and Levoy, 2003].

Lastly, within a more general long term scale framework,
we can consider the influence of these models N.O.M-O.P.E,
here defined as a decadal behaviour, on the overall evolution
of littoral sandy prisms. The bar systems seem fixed at a defi-
nite distance from the shore during the phases of destruction
and retreat of the prism [Barusseau et al., 1996; Tessier et
al., 2000]. Thus we can now logically question if this posi-
tion of the bars is maintained by a simple translation of the
bars during the O.P.E phases of oscillations or during the re-
turn in balance that follows the N.O.M.

CONCLUSION

The main results for the microtidal site of Sète show that
the bar morphologic evolution can be synthesized according
to two conceptual models in relation to hydrodynamic va-
riability. The “oscillation around a position of equilibrium”
model (O.P.E) traduces the usual behaviour of the bars, with
retreat and successive shoreward displacement. Punctually
this dynamic equilibrium can be strongly destabilized by
one or more exceptional storms. A new episode starts then,
called “Net Offshore Migration” (N.O.M), with the fast off-
shore migration of the outer bar, and its degeneration and
replacement. A few years after the event release, the stan-
dard disposition is restored.
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